
1. Assemble Handles on top secton of toastie, Screws are supplied.

2. Pre-heat sandwich plates for 8 minutes.

3. Lightly butter OUTSIDE of bread.

4. Place choice of fillings between UNBUTTERED INSIDE of the sandwich.

5. Close lid and compress sandwich for 10 seconds.

6. Leave between plates for 70-90 seconds depending on filling.

7. Remove sandwich with plastic tongs NOT metal.

8. *WIPE SANDWICH PLATES WITH A DAMP SOAPY CLOTH AFTER TOASTING EVERY SANDWICH 
 This will prevent a build up of carbon on the plates and increase the life of your machine.

9. *After EACH day’s use, use a NYLON BRUSH and clean ALL signs of grease off the plates 
 and then wipe over with a damp cloth.

10. Never immerse the sandwich toaster in water.

11. Shut off power when not in use and disconnect from wall socket .

12. Both sets of plates can be switched independently.

IMPORTANT: Further cleaning instructions – Ensure that the toaster is disconnected from the electricity 
supply before attempting and cleaning. After prolonged use the non-stick surface may discolour, to 
remove this wipe with a cloth wrung out in a bleach solution of 1 tablespoon or 20ml household bleach 
to 1pt/2litre warm water, wipe again with a clean wet cloth and remove ALL traces of bleach.

Should this not clean the plates, a wet BRILLO pad can be used to restore the plates back to the non-stick
finish. This will not effect the non-stick properties of the sandwich castings. 
Lightly oil the plates for a few uses after cleaning.

Again ensuse all traces of the cleaning agent are removed before toasting.  

*IT IS IMPERITIVE THAT THE CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS ARE COMPLIED WITH

WARRANTY: In the unlikly event of a fault with your Dualit Contact Toastie maker, providing it is within 
one year from date of purchase, please contact the place of purchase or Dualit direct.  Keep your receipt 
safe, as you will require this as proof of purchace.

The hardworking stainless steel Contact Toaster makes delicious toasted sealed triangle sandwiches.  The machine 
is made from satin finish, top grade stainless steel and each plate is coated with two layers of Telfon.  The Hotplates 
can be turned on individually for greater economy.  
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